
LIBERTY SCALES INC MULTI-PURPOSE WEIGH BEAM SYSTEM 

Liberty's weighing beam scales are portable and easy to store when not in use. They can be spread apart 

to handle long or unusual shaped loads and are used in many industries such as warehouses, farms and 

zoos. Our indicator features an animal weighing function that produces an accurate reading no matter 

how lively the animal is. Simply mount a platform, crate or chute on top, to transform these beams into a 

customized animal weighing scale. 

KEY FEATURES 

mJ This portable yet heavy duty weighing beam system is perfect for tight spaces and can easily

be stored or put into the back of a truck. 

mJ 700% welded steel construction & powder coated finish.

mJ Integrated with carry handles and wheels for easy transportation.

DZJ Can be used to weigh just about anything that can be placed on top of them, such as small cages or

storage containers. 

al3 20' quick connecting stainless steel mesh shielded cable attaches to our LS-7576 Indicator.

m!J Four NTEP approved alloy steel nickel plated anti-corrosion load cells offer 200% overload protection.

mJ Order includes 2 weigh bars, an indicator and 4 steel leveling feet with anchoring holes.
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LIBERTY SCALES INC 

MODEL# 

LS-WB-24" -5k 

LS-WB-36"-5k 

LS-WB-40" -5k 

LS-WB-48" -5k 

LS-WB-48" -10k 

LS-WB-60" -10k 
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CAP. X ACCURACY 

5,000 X l lb 

5,000 X l lb 

5,000 X l lb 

5,000 X l lb 

10,000 X l lb 

10,000 X l lb 

MULTI-PURPOSE WEIGH BEAM SYSTEM 

BEAM SIZE 

24"(L) x 4"(W) 

36"(L) x 4"(W) 

40"(L) x 4"(W) 

48"(L) x 4"(W) 

48"(L) x S"(W) 

60"(L) x S"(W) 

MATERIAL SHIP WT. 

Carbon Steel SSlbs 

Carbon Steel 75 lbs 

Carbon Steel 90Ibs 

Carbon Steel 95Ibs 

Carbon Steel 95Ibs 

Carbon Steel 145Ibs 
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